
 
 

‘IN THE KEY OF LOVE’ 
Synopsis 

 
Maggie Case (Laura Osnes) is a former musician and singer who years ago left behind her life 
as a performer in Nashville for a much quieter existence as a photographer on picturesque 
Piedmont Island.  Her grandmother Evelyn, who runs the local wedding business with the help 
of wedding planner extraordinaire, Sasha (Shannon Chan-Kent), has hired Maggie to shoot 
photos of the latest wedding party to visit the island, as they spend the week preparing for the 
big ceremony.  However, when the wedding party arrives at the dock, Maggie quickly realizes 
why her grandmother never told her the names – her ex-boyfriend and music partner, Jake 
Collins (Scott Michael Foster) has come to the island, in preparation for his sister Jennifer’s 
wedding.  While this is equally shocking to Jake, who had no idea Maggie was living on the 
island, Evelyn and Jennifer have a knowing smile on their faces. 
 
Despite the best efforts of Evelyn and Jennifer to find ways of bringing Jake and Maggie 
together during the wedding week festivities, Maggie is adamant she doesn’t want to make the 
same mistake twice with him, retelling the story of their breakup to Sasha.  However, when 
Jennifer asks Maggie and Jake to perform together for the first time in years at the wedding, 
old feelings are rekindled, especially when they begin spending more time together rehearsing.  
Meanwhile, Jake, who’s now a record producer, has a crisis at work when one of the songs on 
the album he’s producing must be scrapped, and when Maggie surprises him by writing a song 
for the album, he starts to realize again just how special she is. 
 
Although Maggie is hesitant to admit it, she and Jake have grown close again over the course of 
the week, but on the day of the wedding, he is suddenly called back to work to handle another 
crisis.  The artist Jake is working with loves Maggie’s song and wants to record it immediately, 
but Jake has no time to tell Maggie and has to leave the island without saying goodbye.  
Maggie is crushed to learn Jake has left and will most likely be heading out on tour with his 
artist.  However, upon returning to the mainland, Jake suddenly realizes what’s most important 
to him and must find a way back to the island, in time to sing his duet with Maggie at the 
wedding and tell her about the life-changing offer he’s secured for them. 
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